Welcome to our first, quarterly newsletter of 2020.
Johanna Bridge might be moving to pastures new, but we’ve still got
all the RR stuff that you need to know!
There are coaching updates, run stats, photos, interviews and lots
more!

Firstly a message from our Chair
Happy New Year Rebels! A new decade is upon us and I know many
of you are now busy preparing to hit your running goals this year,
whatever they may be. Our successful Couch 2 5k programme has
just restarted with over 40 people taking part which is fantastic to
see. Thank you to everyone who is helping Coach Jane out with this
great course. We are looking forward to seeing everyone graduate at
Great Lines parkrun on 29th February.
Many of you have now begun the months of marathon training and
preparation before the big day in April/May time. To see the help
and support you give each other throughout any training is so good
to see and good luck on all of your journeys through these next few
months.
The 2020 Club champs has now started with the 1st event taking
place in Canterbury this month. There have been quite a few new
events added for this year which will be a good test for everyone!
Good luck to all of you taking part this year.
Coach DJs track session continues to grow in popularity, and we
would encourage anyone who hasn’t taken part in one of DJs track
sessions to give it a go, it is inclusive for all and will certainly help
with any of your running goals.
Happy Running!
Lorraine

As you may be aware, we raise money for club activities through
EasyFundraising. It’s completely free and easy to use. However, if
you’re like me you keep forgetting to use it! Since the last newsletter
we’ve raised £133.55 so we’re getting close to the £2000 target.
When you buy online please think to buy via the easyfunding route
and help the club. There are well over 1000 retailers including
Amazon, eBay and John Lewis to choose from. We’ll continue to
update our progress every newsletter with this handy ‘thermometer
of pennies’.
To sign up for EasyFundraising and help, all you have to do is follow
this link...www.easyfundraising.co.uk and choose Rebel
Runners~Medway as your cause to support. Every time you shop,
click through from EasyFundraising to start earning money. It doesn’t
cost anything extra at all. For the club, your visits translate into
things like track sessions, equipment and courses.

Run Stats
Team Run numbers
October
On Monday Team Runs we averaged 48 runners.
On Wednesday team Runs we averaged 38 runners.
November
On Monday Team Runs we averaged 55 runners.
On Wednesday Team Runs we averaged 22 runners.
December
On Monday Team Runs we averaged 32 runners.
On Wednesday Team Runs we averaged 32 runners.

parkrun attendances
Rebels averaged 87 parkruns per week in October, 69 in November
and 77 in December.

Club Champs 2019
The Winners!

Left to Right: Nicola Hills (overall winner), Karl Grimble, Sian Jones, Martyn
Pymm, Chloe Harding. Not Pictured: Malcolm Simmonds

Prizes were awarded at the AGM on 25th November at the King George Hotel.
In addition to the Club Champs special awards were also made for the male
and female Rebel of the year voted for by you!

Male Winner Steve Taylor & Female Amanda Link

2020 Club Championships
Entries are now closed for 2020, with the list of races as
below, we have 64 Rebels entered!

Please note, there are a few dates still to be confirmed. We will
endeavour to post confirmed dates in the club calendar

Club Champs Frequently Asked Questions
So, you’ve bitten the bullet and registered! What next?
Do I have to run a marathon?
No! There are 14 events including the marathon and we’ll be measuring your
best 10. Pick the 10 you would like to do the most.
I’ve never run a 5 mile race before, how do you judge my personal best?
Unfortunately, if you have never run the distance before you can’t get a
personal best. All PB’s are taken from the Power of 10 and Run Britain
Rankings and we only measure the previous 2 years, so if you ran fast 3 years
ago this does not count.
When do you take my age from if I could change category during the year?
As an example if your 50th birthday is in September this year you will fall into
the 50+ category as we use your age when the champs finish in November. You
may have run all of your races aged 49 but you are still a 50+ Supervet!
Can I rack up loads of points for a distant UKA qualifying Marathon if I’m the
only Rebel and set a PB by an hour?
No! We take finish times across all the declared marathons and manually rank
all Rebels taking part by finish time to award the points. You can earn PB points
in the same way as other races, capped at 7. Points are not declared until the
last race is run. Don’t forget you must declare your marathon by 29th February
2020.

2019 AGM
The 2019 AGM kicked off with Lorraine, as Chairperson, reporting
that we had had another fantastic year with social activities going
well and the club offering fantastic value for money for its members
who now number over 290.
2019 highlights included parkrun tourism across the globe as far as
the USA and Canada and members completing world marathon
majors in New York and Chicago. Closer to home members ran
‘en-masse’ in the London, Manchester and Brighton Marathons as
well as other races such as Beachy Head Marathon and 10K,
Whitstable 10K, Great North and Great South runs.
Team runs on Monday and Wednesday continue to be well
supported, as is parkrun. There was a member takeover of the Great
Lines Parkrun in October.
The club currently has 2 fantastic coaches and 25 LiRF’s to help
support and deliver team runs.
We also held a successful Distance Medley relay in September as
well as our first interclub track race with Medway Runners, Wolfpack
& Medway Fit.
Due to a price increase from UKA membership cost will rise to £27 in
2020
Helen presented her Treasurer’s report which showed the club in a
healthy position with a bank balance (slightly inflated by Christmas
party funds) of £7191.96. When adjusted this represented a
reduction of about £172 over 2018
A number of LiRF’s have stepped down in 2019, so in 2020 we are
providing funding for training of new recruits.

Your 2020 Committee
Chairperson
Lorraine Ruminski……Chairrebelrunners@outlook.com
Lorraine oversees all the other
committee members and the
running of the club in general.

Social Secretary
Karl Grimble

Treasurer
Helen Gower

Treasurerrebelrunners@outlook.
prices and available
dates for annual events com
like the Christmas party Helen looks after the
and summer bbq. He
money. She casts her
also promotes the
eyes over the accounts
events and takes care of daily and deals with all
all members payments
monies in and out. She’s
and those to the
also the Merch point of
venues.
contact for club
members.

Karl sources locations,

Volunteer
Co-ordinator
Ross Sandy
Eventsrebelrunners@outlook.
com
Ross is the liaison
between committee
and club volunteers. He
deals with all things
volunteer related from
forming the LiRF roster
each week to organising
meetings.

Club Secretary & Welfare
Officer
Dan Gower-Smith……
Clubsec-rebelrunners@outlook.com
Dan is our Club secretary. This role is to
support the Club Chair and Club Treasurer
in ensuring the smooth functioning of the
Committee. Dan also covers welfare - a
range of issues such as safeguarding and
protecting children and/or adults, anti-bullying, equality and policy
review. Welfare-rebelrunners@outlook.com

OCM – Complaints & H&S
Officer
Suzanne Ward…Complaintsrebelrunners@outlook.com
…&…Healthsafetyrebelrunners@outlook.com
New to the Committee, Suzanne has a
double job in looking after your health
and safety needs and complaints.

OCM – Membership Secretary
Jenny Baldock……
Membership-rebelrunners@outlook.com
Jenny welcomes new members
and adds their details to the
UKA portal. She is here to
answer your membership
queries and give support where
it’s needed.

OCM – Communications Officer
Nigel Hidson……Communications-rebelrunners@outlook.com
New to the committee, Nigel runs our twitter,
website and public pages also sending articles to
the press including the Medway Messenger in the
hope of getting some of you featured. Also writes
the newsletter.

Quarterly Lotto
Every quarter we bring out a lotto board with fantastic prizes.
The Christmas Lotto winner took home a whopping £200?
Look out for the Easter Lotto!

Christmas Party 2019

Member Spotlight on Steve Wolfe
I met up with Steve for day 1104 of his 5K a day running streak on what should
have been a typically challenging day of January running – cold, rain, wind,
maybe even snow. Instead we had the luxury of temperatures that were more
akin to summer. However, Steve soon confirmed that he’s had to contend with
far worse over the years. “The worst weather I’ve run in was a 2-foot snowdrift,
which was great fun! I’m proud to say that every run has been done in shorts
and nearly every run wearing a short sleeve shirt as I don’t feel the cold. My
main worry is ice, but I’ve not fallen over yet, which I think is quite an
achievement.”
But, how did the streak start?
At first it wasn’t a deliberate target. I actually got divorced in the 2nd week of
the streak so I needed something to focus on. Running is fantastic for mental
health and the routine of running every day was a target that helped me a lot.
Why do I keep going? Well, physically it’s no longer an issue, and mentally I
know I can do it, even though it’s very difficult sometimes to fit it in. Travelling
is particularly hard. I’ve had to get up early and run at airports before, hope
that trains don’t get delayed and the like. There is also childcare to consider.
Since the streak has been publicised, I’ve been invited to events like the
Edinburgh marathon weekend but had to decline as I can’t fit it in with
everything else. I even have to work!
I’m lucky to have a supporting partner in Sarah, who’s actually been a Rebel for
longer than me. We met through Rebels and she’s only every known me as
someone who runs every day. It’s part of our life.
Obviously, everything I do is pretty visible on
Facebook, Twitter and Strava, I do get people who
disbelieve me. I just ask them to join me! One of
the great things about doing everything in public
(or social media) is that its motivational for me
but also increasingly motivational for other people
as well. I often get comments from people saying
how keeping up with my progress keeps them
going. Just before Christmas I had someone, who I’d never met before, come up
to me at a Team run and tell me just that. It does make me feel that I’m putting
something back in.

Did you think you would be able to keep it up? Assuming that making it public
put the pressure on?
Yes. If it wasn’t out there for everyone to see, I’m sure I would have missed a
day. There are obviously times when I’ve had a niggling injury, colds, man flu
etc, the weather has been awful and it’s very
hard to get out of the door.
Keeping it going has kept me going!
Physically the only time it’s been hard is if
I’ve done a marathon the day before. But
then I think about someone like Ben Rogers
who did 365 marathons in 365 days. He did
each run at 2.30am, got showered, took the
kids to school, went to work, came home had
dinner, slept for 5 hours and did the whole
thing again.
Steve running with Ben Rogers
When you completed the mission at Leeds Castle why did you decide to carry
on to 5000 days. Had you already made the decision or was it on the spur?
I just decided to carry on when I got to the finish really. I couldn’t see any point
in stopping. After all, what would I do when I finished whatever target I’d set
myself? I’d go out for a run! It’s not like it’s something I don’t like doing.
Obviously, there may be a time when I might be forced through serious injury
or illness to stop, but I’ve generally got through the minor niggles by just taking
it a bit slower. I’m going to focus more on nutrition this year, cut down on
sugar especially, which hopefully will make it easier. (Steve is currently also
pursuing the NOB challenge!)
One of the potential issues with running every day is boredom. Doing the same
route every day would have been hard, especially if I had to do it after dark.
Fortunately, due to my job, I can often run during the day. I’m also a LiRF, so
helping out with team runs is a great motivator. It also helps to have a partner
and a daughter who run with me. I like to do as much parkrun tourism as I can
and it all adds up to a great variety of running, which keeps me motivated. I’m
not overly concerned with the speed I run either. Lots of people, when they run
with me, think they need to go as fast as possible. It’s really not like that.

It looked like you were on the verge of quitting not long ago. Why was that and
how did you overcome that?
It was entirely a mental thing. Posting on Social Media, got me through it to a
large extent. I had so many positive comments, offers to run with me and the
like, that it soon passed. I’m a very positive person and I try very hard to get my
positivity to rub off on others. I love helping at C25K, it’s great to see new
people taking up the sport.
Through the publicity I’ve generated I’m now being asked to speak about
running and motivation. (Steve had been speaking to employees at a company
the morning of our run). It helps generate my own motivation to know that I’m
now being asked to motivate others!

Book Review - Bella Mackie – Jog On
Its nice to go into Smiths and see a ‘running book’ in the list of bestsellers. In
fact, this book also makes it as a ‘Sunday Times Bestseller’. The strange thing
is, that its not the normal motivational ‘how I ran
lots and lots, very quickly’ book at all. It’s actually a
book about mental health, and in particular the
authors crippling anxiety. But don’t let that put you
off! Bella details her struggles against her demons
from childhood, doing a good job at explaining the
various types of mental illness, which is very
interesting in its own right. The subtitle, ‘How
running saved my life’, is how she honestly views
taking up running. It’s also balanced though,
there’s no suggestion that putting on a pair of
trainers and running round the block will cure all
mental health problems. However, combined with
medication and counselling it’s made a major
difference to Bella’s life. As we follow Bella on her very entertaining journey,
we learn a great deal and feel immense positivity towards the benefits of our
great sport. What’s more there isn’t a PB mentioned anywhere! A glance at the
Amazon reviews suggests it’s helped a lot of its readers as well.
Recommended.

LIFE AS A LiRF
Who are these pink bibbed heroes and heroines? What do they do? Why have
we recently been asking for more?
LiRF (in case you didn’t know) stands for Leaders in Running Fitness.
LiRFs Chris Doran and Carina Down explain more
Chris: It’s a day’s training, which is pretty good fun really. On a Friday we have
to let Ross know whether we are available for Monday or Wednesday team
run the following week. The run would have to be cancelled if we don’t have
enough (as happened over Christmas this year).
Carina: The next thing is the bit I hate, the run briefing. I’ve never liked public
speaking, but I enjoy everything else so much that I can cope with it! The best
part of the role is meeting new people, encouraging them and seeing them
develop. We don’t have many accidents, but part of the role is to carry a
mobile so we can get help quickly if its needed.
Chris: I love the run briefing bit! Probably because you can never shut me up!
But when I’m out running it’s fantastic to be able to help people, chat with
them and see them develop. I don’t care about the speed, and I’m very
conscious that the effort new runners
are putting in is quite possibly more
than some of the more experienced
speedy runners! Club runs are for
everyone! It’s very rewarding to meet
someone who struggled to begin with,
needed all the support I could give
them, but didn’t give up and are now
faster than me!
Carina: I’m aware a few people have
given up the role. Generally, it’s
because their running priorities have changed – they are focused on different
things. I doubt they are bored with the role as it’s so rewarding!
Good luck to our LiRFS in waiting, the first of whom will be Darren Quinn &
Paul Clark who will carry out their training at the beginning of February. If you
fancy the role contact Ross at events-rebelrunners@outlook.com.

Coaching Report – Jane Jeffery
As we head into a new decade we start with New Year’s resolutions and the
Rebel Runners C25K. The numbers are lower this year than previous years,
although we have the most diverse group when it comes to running. The group
is made up of existing Rebels, past Rebels and new to rebels and running.
I would like to thank everyone who supports the C25K it’s a collective effort
that makes the 8 weeks work so well. Cheers.
We are still in the early weeks but so far everyone is putting in maximum effort
with plenty of smiles and positivity. Looking forward to seeing everyone
achieve graduation and a great year of running.

Marathon training season is upon us and I am helping a couple of Rebels with
training plans and am always happy to help with any questions you may have.
It’s an exciting time to be coaching for VLM and a great excitement to be
working with Amanda again as she builds up to London it’s going to be a good
one and I’m chuffed to be part of your adventure.
Throughout 2020 I hope many of you enjoy your running and achieve whatever
targets you set yourself. Goal setting is important, although for many different
reasons out of your control the goal maybe missed. Focus on how you have
developed as a runner and recognise every improvement along the way.
I thought you may enjoy a few tips to keep the training focused and motivated.
Motivation is key, getting out the door especially as the cold dark mornings
linger when even the most dedicated runner can lose motivation.

Pick a goal – during each session your focus is on that moment and that
session, once it’s finished you have another brick in the wall of your training a
small part of a larger wall. Think about what went well and what didn’t, take
learning and development from each session. I promise you will find something
positive on every run.
Create a good schedule – plan what you are going to do, break the plan down
from your goal to now in a realistic way, three monthly to monthly to weekly.
Put in smaller targets, local runs, group runs. Keep it vibrant and fun.
Be flexible – when life gets in the way re-plan a week or two, be kind to
yourself.
Recover – rest don’t do too much. Ensure your plan is a mixture of low,
medium and high intensity training. Ensure you also incorporate strength and
conditioning. If you need to drop a session to recover do it. Far better to miss
one run than put yourself out for weeks. Take care of yourself, injuries can
happen to the best runner so be kind if you do pickup and injury.
Support – looks different for different people, online, finding a run buddy.
Good support gives great motivation and enjoyment.
Mostly enjoy the adventure, take the selfie and be proud of your development.

Coaching Report – Darren Jarvis
After the Christmas break the Thursday track sessions are back for 2020. It’s
great to see familiar, returning and new runners to these sessions. As a coach
the reward is seeing the development and progression of the runners who
attend track. I am currently reading The Triathletes Training Bible written by
Joe Friel. Joe is an American endurance sports coach, specialising in triathlon
and cycling. As part of his introductory pages he discusses how athletes should
set themselves season goals and then make their training specific to achieve
said goals. This translates nicely to us runners. What are your goals for 2020; a
parkrun PB, first marathon, distance PB, revisiting a race that didn’t go so well
in 2019 or maybe even a 10 in 10 (10 marathons in 10 days). Set your goals
then train hard to realise them and if that involves attending the Thursday
sessions then we will help, encourage and push you in the right direction to
achieve them.
The track sessions during January and February will be endurance based, with
continuous running the main theme. At this time of year, I like to keep you
moving and build base fitness and endurance. Sessions are suitable for those in
marathon training, general fitness improvement or just part of your running
week. Come along, give it a go and achieve your 2020 goals. Looking forward
into 2020 the Medway inter club track race night will be returning and the
Distance Medley Relay (DMR) series will be coming back for its third year.

From a personal perspective I have set my 2020 goals, the first one is to revisit
a 2019 race (the clue is in the above) and the second is to complete Ride
London 100, this will complete my London Classics. What are your goals for
2020?

Rebels in the News

Renewal Reminder
Don’t forget, Subs are due on prior to 1st April, with an increase of just £1 to
£27 for 2020/21. The increase reflects increased charges from UKA. We will be
renewing your Rebel and UKA affiliation on the 1st April, so memberships are
due before then.

Last Words
Anyone training for a Marathon at the moment?
Obviously, a massive commitment and a lot of pain to go through before you
reach the magic 26.2 miles. But whilst you are suffering why not consider this
to lift your mood?
According to i Newspaper this month, experts at the American College of
Cardiology have found that those running their first marathon can reverse the
consequences of ageing on their blood vessels. Studies have found that men
and women doing their first marathon experience reductions in blood pressure
and aortic stiffness equivalent to a 3.9-year reduction in their vascular age.
This appears to apply to older slower runners even more than younger
speedsters. The conclusion is that it’s never too late to modify the ageing
process.
So, it’s all worth it!

The above is the new UKA recommended group training profile. A
spokesperson said “We recommend runners to bond tightly on a regular basis
and encourage the consumption of alcohol on these occasions. We are
convinced this improves long term performance. Wearing of antlers is of course
optional”

